
 

Dear Parents, Carers and Students, 

The LAMDA team at St Olave’s offers the opportunity for all years to take 
part in an after-school Elocution club or lunchtime classes with an 
opportunity to take LAMDA speech and drama exams, as well as New Era 
Academy exams. 

In today’s competitive world, how you present and express yourself is a 
vitally important skill to possess, not just in school, but also later in life. 
Those who learn vocal and presentation skills early in their lives have a 
great advantage. Competing for university places and the workplace has 
become increasingly difficult. Studying elocution, voice production and 
taking LAMDA exams do not involve writing but teach vitally important life 
skills such as public speaking, presentation technique, voice projection and 
clear diction. These skills are taught in a fun and exciting curriculum 
and through the creative disciplines of, for example, 

PUBLIC SPEAKING. INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES. VERSE AND PROSE 
SPEAKING. READING FOR PERFORMANCE. ACTING. MUSICAL THEATRE. 
MIME. DEVISED DRAMA. 

Learners can obtain UCAS Tariff points at level 3, enhancing their chances 
of University or Higher Education entrance. Level 3 is set for Year 11 and 
up, however, the UCAS level grades may be possible at an earlier age 
dependent on the ability of the pupil. 

These life skills are invaluable and build tremendous confidence, regardless 
of which career path a young person takes. 

The team have had great success with high levels of Merits and Distinctions. 
We hope this will be of interest to many of the students and that they will 
welcome the opportunity to improve these vital communication skills. 

Classes take place in the Pavilion in Olave's. 

Please find below, information about LAMDA and the LAMDA team and a 
form to register. The form can be returned to katecrane1@mac.com  Or 
register easily online with this website  www.voicecentre.com/saint-olaves-
registration 

NB. Please note, the registration form included below is for new pupils 
only. Existing pupils’ places will automatically be kept for September 
2022. Once enrolled a terms notice is required to cease lessons.  

Yours Sincerely, 



Kate Crane (LAMDA Co-Ordinator.) 

katecrane1@mac.com 

07504450038 

 

ABOUT LAMDA. 

The creation of your word being taken seriously and communicating 
effectively is a powerful way of being that is beneficial in every aspect of your 
life. Elocution/LAMDA classes give you the tools that will help develop 
strong communication skills. 

The London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art (LAMDA) is the oldest 
drama school in the UK. It has provided the world of theatre, film and 
television with many first-class actors and stage managers. LAMDA began 
offering speech exams to the public in the 1880s and are the largest drama 
examining board in the UK. They have developed a comprehensive system of 
performance evaluation, adjudicated by experts in education and acting. The 
Exams will benefit students who are keen on honing their acting skills; 
those who want to gain public speaking confidence, and interview 
technique. They are a very instructive complement to literary studies and 
cover all aspects of voice production as well as interpretation and analysis. 

ABOUT THE TEAM. Kate Crane is leading the team. Kate attended The Italia 
Conti Academy and has been a professional actress and performer and 
spent 18 years at Eltham College developing an exciting and inspirational 
curriculum, teaching hundreds of pupils to be confident and speak 
powerfully in front of others. Kate has also had a good success rate with 
work on tongue placement within the curriculum for difficulty with 
pronunciation of certain words. Should there be a need for extra assistance 
there are tools available that are of benefit to help any tongue placement 
difficulties. Kates curriculum creates a supportive environment in which 
young people can learn to express themselves fully and with clarity. It 
enables the speaker to explore their dramatic creativity and have a lot of 
fun, but at the same time learn vital life skills. 

Rachel Eben is also part of the team. Rachel attended Rose Bruford and is a 
professional actor and vocalist with a special interest in comedy, character 
acting and acting through song. Rachel and has a wealth of experience in 
helping young people with voice production and tongue placements as well 
as achieving great results with LAMDA exams for her pupils. 

   



  

 

REGISTRATION FOR LAMDA LESSONS 

We have a strict data protection policy in place. This information 
is used to contact you and for entry into a LAMDA exam. To 
register please return this form tokatecrane1@mac.com or register 
via voice centre at  www.voicecentre.com/saint-olaves-registration  

  
Student name: 

 
 

Date-of Birth: Current form: 

Primary contact: 

 
 

Primary 
mobile: 

Primary email: 

Secondary contact: 

 
 

Secondary 
mobile: 

Secondary email: 

Full Postal Address: 

 
 
Please tick the information below. 
I understand a terms notice is required once enrolled to cease 
lessons....... 

I understand, if my child has decided to work on duo acting, it is 
important to understand, one of the learning outcomes for duo 
acting is support and a commitment to the partner of choice and 
exam process....... 

I understand that for each grade there is the relevant amount of 
practice needed outside of the classroom similar to a music 
exam...... 

(So, for instance, Grade 3 will be 30 hours of practice time and 
Grade 8 would be 80 hours of practice time.) 
LAMDA Class Options Please tick your choice 

below. 
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LAMDA AFTER SCHOOL CLUB. 
Year Seven-Wednesdays 3.30pm 
5.00pm- Acting and Public Speaking 

12-week term 
fee £168 

3.30-5.30 
Including 
Extra 
Genres 
12-week 
term fee 
£220  

LAMDA AFTER SCHOOL CLUB. 
Year Eight, Tuesdays 3.30pm-
5.00pm.  

Acting and Public Speaking. 
 

12-week term 
fee £168 

3.30-5.30 
Including 
Extra 
Genres 
12-week 
term fee 
£220  

LAMDA AFTER SCHOOL CLUB. 
Year Nine Thursdays 3.30pm-
5.00pm.  

Acting and Public Speaking. 

 

12-week term 
fee £168 

 

3.30-5.30 
Including 
Extra 
Genres 
12-week 
term fee 
£220 
 

LAMDA AFTER SCHOOL CLUB. 
Year Ten, Eleven, Twelve Mondays, 
3.30pm-5.pm.  

Acting and Public Speaking.  
 

12-week term 
fee £168 

3.30-5.30 
Extra 
Genres 
12-week 
term fee 
£220  

LAMDA LUCHTIME CLASSES Small 
Groups. 

Students will be given a timetable of 
half hour time slots at lunchtime. 
(Day-T.B.C) 
 

10-week term 
fee £250 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 
There is a separate 
fee payable for any 
LAMDA exam taken. 
Once the deadline 
for entry has passed 
the exams fees are 
non-refundable. 

PLEASE NOTE: On acceptance of the 
allocated classes, places will be kept 
automatically each term. A terms notice is 
required to cease lessons. This is due to the 
need to organise teachers and save places 
each term. There is no need to re-register if 
you have been already attending classes. 

Please email or text me with any queries using the contact details 
below: Kate Crane  katecrane1@mac.com 07504450038 
 
Extra genres are. INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES. VERSE AND PROSE 
SPEAKING. READING FOR PERFORMANCE. MUSICAL THEATRE. 
MIME. DEVISED DRAMA. 


